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A DISJUNCT PONDEROSA PINE STAND IN SOUTHEASTERN OREGON'
Artliiir

McKee" and Donald Knntson'

—

Abstract. An isolated stand of ponderosa pine {Pinus ponderosa) is surviving on an extremely harsh site in
southeastern Oregon. Seed produetion is low because of insects, primarily pine coneworm (Dionjctria auranticella),
feeding in developing cones. Seedling establishment is infrequent and dilficult because of drought and coarse, rocky
soils.
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Mycorrhizae, which could aid tree survival, were absent from a small sample of surface
Although the stand was enlarging in 1977, the site is sufficiently severe that local extinction is a possibility.
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adapted to particular habitats. In September
1975 and March 1977, we visited a disjunct
stand of ponderosa pine {Pinus ponderosa)
previously reported by Packard (1970). The
isolation of the stand, 105 km from the nearest
ponderosa pine (Fig. 1), and the reported old
age ( ± 300 years) of a few of its trees (Packard
1970) suggest the possibility of novel ecological relationships or adaptations for extreme
drought. In this paper,
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location of the dis-

junct pine stand (adapted from Little 1971).

overview showing the ridge-top position of

the disjunct stand, the rocky mulch nature of the

soil

and the absence of litter. Tree farthest left is the
oldest (as of 1977: 415 years, 14.5 m tall, 75.5 cm dbh).
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stump height
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may be just what
germinate and rise through the
rock mulch. This stand may, in fact, owe its
existence to the presence of the rocky mulch
substantial energy reserves
is

needed

to

despite the difficulties
establishment.

it

number is shown on

the line,

parentheses).

presents for seedling

In addition to the harsh climate, insects
feeding on seeds seem an important factor
regulating establishment. In fall 1975, 15
trees had mature cones, and all were damaged
by the pine coneworm {Dioryctria auranticella) probably surviving in nearby juniper
trees; immature cones were similarly damaged. The same degree of insect damage was

observed in spring 1977. If this degree of annual seed predation is typical, then very few
sound seeds are available for germination in
any given year. This same insect also attacks
twigs and shoots (Furniss and Carolin 1977)
and might account for the multiple leaders
observed in the older trees.
Despite the presence of a fire scar at the
base of the oldest tree, fire probably has not
been a major factor in stand development because of the lack of on-site fuel (Fig. 2).
We have no explanation for the origin of the
stand; perhaps the seeds were carried by Indians or were dispersed by animals. It may be a
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remnant of ponderosa pine stands existing in
the area thousands of years ago when the ch-

mate was more favorable. We have no evidence that this is, in fact, a rehct stand. There
such as standing dead or
is also no evidence
downed trees that the stand has been more
extensive in the last century or two. At one
time, the population may have consisted of
two or perhaps even one individual. Once a
tree was established, the general trend was for
slow and relatively linear diameter growth
during the first three decades (Fig. 4). The

—

data

show

—

that variation

is

would be necessary to thoroughly evaluate
the presence and identity of mycorrhizal
fungi.

The survival of this stand is uncertain. The
number of seedlings relative to the num-

large

mature trees indicates a new period of
The site is sufficiently harsh,
however, and the population so small as to make
ber

as between. Cumulative diameter
growth of trees 4, 5, and 6, all in the same
cohort, shows a wide range, which could be
due to genetic or microsite differences. Limited cross-pollination in this very small population would have greatly reduced genetic
variability; therefore, variations in growth are
probably the result of variations in microsite

of

stand enlargement.

local extinction a serious possibility.
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